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Electricity distribution business have differences between Finland and Great Britain, which 

affect Distribution Network Operators actions. Differences vary from technical solutions in 

structure of the energy network to political decisions and regulation. Because of these dif-

ferences, Distribution Network Operators prioritize challenges differently and might have 

completely different approach for a same problem or completely different problems. 

 

In this thesis is covered effect of distribution regions, structure of energy network and de-

mand from regulation and society to evaluate potential and suitability of Electricity North 

West Limited’s Research and Development Projects for Caruna. Thesis includes also review 

of phenomena, which are related to challenges that the innovation projects solve. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is done in cooperation of Caruna and Electricity North West Limited (ENWL) 

and it is examined by Lappeenranta University of Technology. Thesis is about differences 

between Caruna’s and ENWL’s business areas and how those affect usability of ENWL’s 

innovations in Caruna’s region. 

1.1 Background 

Electricity distribution business is regulated monopoly business. Distribution Network Op-

erator (DNO) has exclusive right to practice distribution business inside its region, which 

regulating authority is granted for the company. Each DNO is controlled by regulator and 

have responsibilities to connect customers and distribute electricity in its distribution area. 

(Lakervi 2008) 

 

Caruna is Finnish DNO, which distribute electricity in different parts of Finland in six iso-

lated network areas. In second chapter is described more about network areas. Caruna was 

founded in 2014 after Fortum sold its Distribution business to Suomi Power Networks Oy, 

which shareholders are Finnish pension funds Keva (12.5%) and Elo (7.5%) together with 

infrastructure investors First State Investments (40%) and OMERS Infrastructure (40%). 

Caruna employs about 270 persons in Espoo and through service providers and contractors, 

about 2 000 persons around Finland. (Caruna 2017a) 

 

Electricity North West Limited is British DNO, which operates in the north-western part of 

England. ENWL was found in 2007 when United Utilities sold its electricity distribution 

network. United Utilities operated and maintained network until 2010, when it sold also the 

electricity services company to ENWL. Since 2010 ENWL has operated and maintained the 

network. ENWL employs about 1 850 people around Northwest England. (ENWL 2017a)  

 

Caruna and ENWL have a common shareholder, which is the common factor for cooperation 

between companies. Cooperation aims to share information and ideas for both companies 

benefit. This thesis is one part of cooperation. 

1.2 Goals and delimitations 

Thesis focuses comparing differences between Finnish and British electricity distribution 

environment together with presentations of phenomena related to the projects and evaluation 

of potential and possibilities to use some techniques in Finland. Thesis contain overall 
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presentations of preselected R&D-projects. To evaluate exactly, how each innovation project 

would fit and how profitable selected techniques would be in Finland more research is 

needed.  
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2. DIFFERENCES IN BUSINESS AREAS 

Caruna and ENWL operate in different kinds environments. This chapter covers main dif-

ferences from authorities’ demands to geographical, technical and population related differ-

ences. 

2.1 Differences in geographic and population 

Network of Caruna is mainly overhead lines in forest, while network of ENWL is mainly 

underground cables and overhead lines are mainly in fields. ENWL have about 45 000 km 

underground cables and 12 800 km over headlines. Caruna’s numbers in end of 2016 are 

31 000 km underground cables and 50 000 km overhead lines, but during Caruna’s large 

investments thousands of kilometres of 20 kV overhead lines are going underground each 

year for next decade. 

 

Finland is sparsely populated country and network of Caruna is in six separated areas, which 

are about four times larger than ENWL’s area, but in ENWL’s region lives about 5 million 

citizens compared to Caruna's 1.5 million citizens. In figure 2.1 is presented ENWL’s and 

Caruna’s network areas. Both companies have network from urban areas to sparsely popu-

lated areas. By population the biggest city in ENWL’s area is Manchester 514 400 citizens 

in 2013 and the biggest city in Caruna’s area is Espoo 274 500 citizens in 2016. The Most 

sparsely populated municipality in ENWL’s area Eden have population density of 25 citi-

zen/km2 and in Caruna’s area the most sparsely populated municipality Posio have popula-

tion density of 1.1 citizen/km2 calculated by land area and population in 2016. Posio is lo-

cated in northern part of Caruna’s area, which is very sparsely populated. Northern part of 

Caruna’s area is about two times larger than ENWL’s whole area, but there lives less than 

40 000 citizens. (Office for National Statistics 2013; Tilastokeskus 2016a) 
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Figure 2.1 ENWL’s and Caruna’s network areas. Network of Caruna is divided to two companies, which ar-

eas are presented with green and orange. 

In addition to the fact that almost 12 times more citizen live in GB than Finland. Building 

infrastructure is lower in GB. Apartment houses are more popular in Finland than in GB. In 

Finland about one third of people live in apartment house, while in GB about 13% of people 

live in apartment house. In Finland having ten or more flats in a building is much more 

common than in UK according to figure 2.3. In figures 2.2 and 2.3 is presented distribution 

of population by the type of the apartment. (Eurostat 2014; Eurostat 2015) 

 

Lower buildings require larger area, which increase difference between Finland and GB in 

built area. Building new network or making refurbishment for old network is more expensive 

for built area. Especially cable excavation to build area is much more expensive than plowing 

the cable to unbuilt area. 
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Figure 2.2 Distribution of population by dwelling type. Broken down by house type. (Eurostat 2014) 

 

Figure 2.3 Distribution of population by dwelling type. Broken down by how many flats are in a building. 

(Eurostat 2015) 
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2.2 Energy network 

Technical solutions like voltage levels or earthing methods has been chosen to fit for national 

environment. Changing of those solutions is slow and expensive. Globally electricity trans-

mission and distribution industry is traditionally conservative. Asset volume is large, and 

lifetime of network is long. That makes technical changes slow and in monopoly position 

research and development projects is not as necessary as in market-driven business. How-

ever, incentives in regulation model make research and development projects profitable for 

DNOs.  

 

Gas network is important part of energy network in GB. Gas network covers almost whole 

nation and in a year 722 TWh of energy is transported through pipelines. In Finland gas 

pipes are only in southern Finland and in 2016 23.8 TWh of gas was used. Gas usage per 

capita is about 11.2 MWh/capita in GB and 4.3 MWh/capita in Finland in a year. In GB 

possibility to transport energy as gas helps electricity transmission but, if prevention actions 

of climate change limit using gas for electricity production transmission lines are in larger 

load. In Finland, almost all gas is used by district heating, electricity generation and industry. 

Domestic gas use is low and portion from gas usage is negligible, while in GB gas is used 

also by domestic customers widely for heating and cooking. Electricity demand in Finland 

was 85.1 TWh in a year and in GB it is 307 TWh in a year. Electricity usage per capita is 

4.8 MWh/capita in GB and 15.5 MWh/capita in Finland in a year. These numbers are from 

years 2016 and 2017.  (Ofgem 2017b; Gasum 2016; Energiateollisuus 2017) 

2.2.1 Voltage levels and earthing methods 

Caruna use mainly three voltage levels 110 kV, 20 kV and 0.4 kV three-phase distribution 

to customers. ENWL use mainly four voltage levels 132 kV, 33 kV, 11/6.6 kV and 0.23 kV 

one-phase distribution to customers. In Finland, most of the consumer appliances are con-

nected to one phase, but usually stove and sauna stove are connected in three phases to avoid 

unbalanced load between phases. In UK sauna stoves are rare compared to Finland and most 

of the cooking stoves are gas powered.  

 

In UK supply voltage has been traditionally 240 V ±6%, but European Commission deter-

mined in 1994 that the voltage should be harmonised at 230 V with the European 220 V. 

Since 2010 the EU regulation has been 230 V ±10%, but all DNOs in UK are bound to 

comply Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulation, which demand limits 
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230/400 V +10%/-6%. Generally, electricity distribution industry hasn’t make big physical 

changes to reduce the nominal supply voltage and usually the supply voltage is around  

240 V from terminals of distribution transformer. In Finland voltage has traditionally been 

220 V and was raised to 230 V between 1988 and 1995. In Finland Finnish standard demands 

that every week 95% of ten minutes RMS averages have to be between 230 V ±10% and 

every ten minutes average have to between 230 V +10%/-15%. (ENWL 2015a; SFS-EN 

50160; Helsingin kaupunginkirjasto 2012) 

 

ENWL use low resistance earthed network in 6.6–33 kV. Typical neutral earth resistor will 

limit earth fault current to 1 000 A per transformer in each voltage level from 6.6 kV to  

33 kV. The 6.6 and 11 kV systems are normally earthed from 33/6.6 or 11 kV transformer’s 

star point. If the system is supplied by 11 kV delta windings of 132 kV transformer, earthing 

transformer is used to provide star point. The 33 kV system is normally earthed from  

132/33 kV transformer or by earthing transformer if 33 kV side has delta windings. British 

Engineering Specification 350 recommend using following earthing resistor values at 15°C 

• 19.05 Ω at 33 kV 

• 6.35 Ω at 11 kV 

• 3.81 Ω at 6.6 kV. (ENWL 2010) 

 

Using low resistance earthing, limit fault current at certain level, which prevent the risk of 

damaging equipment, but is enough for protection to perform reliable. Resistive earthing 

weakens transient overvoltage quickly, but conductor’s insulation and surge arrestor ratings 

must be based on line to line voltage.  

 

Caruna use mainly inductance earthed network in 20 kV and Caruna is increasing amount of 

earth fault current compensating coils. Increasing amount of underground cables increase 

earth fault current, which is why more coils are needed to limit current and to keep touching 

voltages in acceptable level. Caruna use also combined reactive power and earth fault current 

compensation coils on 20 kV cable network addition on coils, which are in 110/20 kV sub-

stations. Coils are usually connected with earthing transformers, because most of the  

110/20 kV transformers have delta windings on 20 kV side.  

 

In inductance earthed network inductance of earth fault current compensating coil is adjusted 

to the same level as network’s capacitance to compensate reactive fault current. In fully 

compensated network, fault current consists only of losses in coil and network together with 

possible secondary resistor’s active current and harmonics. Usually fault current is so low 
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that the arc extinguishes itself and with lower fault current also earthing voltage is lower. 

Compared to earthing resistors coils are more expensive. (ABB 2000) 

 

ENWL use solid earthing on 132 kV voltage level, which means that main power transformer 

star points are connected directly to earth. In Finland, most of the 110 kV network is partly 

earthed from some substations main transformer star point, usually by Fingrid Finnish Trans-

mission Network Operator. Star point is earthed with about 100 Ω arc-suppression reactor 

to limit fault current. 110 kV network in the Northern parts of Finland is fully earthed with 

arc-suppression coils. (Fingrid 2014) 

 

In low voltage side Caruna and ENWL use TN-C-system in distribution network and in cus-

tomer’s side TN-S is used. In the TN-S-system earthing conductor PE and neutral conductor 

N are connected at the one point only near the energy source. In the TN-C-system earthing 

and neutral conductor are combined to PEN-conductor. (Croshaw 2005) 

 

ENWL’s earth fault protection is designed to clear earth faults in 200 ms in 132 kV network, 

in 500 ms in 33 kV network and in 1 s in 11/6.6 kV network. Finnish standards allow running 

20 kV network during earth fault for two hours, if earth fault does not cause danger to people 

or property. Caruna use trigger earth fault protection instead of alarming protection to ensure 

that network is safety. Even though in some cases network could be operated safely during 

earth fault. For example, DNO, which operates network in area of Finnish capital Helsinki 

use alarming earth fault protection. (SFS-6001; ENWL 2017b; ABB 2016) 

2.2.2 Low voltage underground cable network 

Caruna and ENWL use different branching techniques in low voltage underground cable 

network. ENWL use T-joints and Caruna use LV cabins for branching, which contains bus 

bar and fuses. ENWL use underground link boxes between two low voltage circuits. Those 

two circuits can be connected by adding fuses in link box. Both companies operate network 

radial. In figure 2.4 is presented different branching techniques in Caruna’s and network of 

ENWL. 
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Figure 2.4 Principle picture of difference in Caruna’s and ENWL’s low voltage underground cable networks. 

 

In Great Britain, most of the customers are connected to one phase and in distribution sub-

station every fuse has own fuse case. In Finland, almost every customer has three phase 

connections. In distribution substations and in all most every LV cabins fuses are installed 

inside a switch, which disconnect or connect all three phases in same time. In figure 2.6 is 
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presented Caruna’s and ENWL’s low voltage sides in distribution substation. Also, attach-

ment parts of fuses are different. In figure 2.5 is presented examples of fuses used in UK and 

in Finland.  

  

Figure 2.5 Examples of fuses used in UK and in Finland. On the left side are fuses used in UK and on the 

right side are fuses used in Finland. (Fuseco 2017; Swe-Check 2017) 

 

 

Figure 2.6 On left side Caruna’s distribution substation’s low voltage side and ENWL’s distribution substa-

tion’s low voltage side.  

2.2.3 Electricity consumption in households and electric vehicles 

By Household Electricity Usage Studies in England and in Finland, electricity consumption 

for average household is about two times higher in Finland than in England. Average con-

sumption of household was 4 194 kWh/a in England and in Finland 8 033 kWh/a. The dif-

ference can be explained by different heating arrangements and electrical appliances. Elec-

tricity cooking stoves and electricity sauna stoves are popular in Finland. Peak power for 

both of those devices use in average 6 to 10 kW, which define dimensioning for electricity 

distribution network design. In addition to that electric heating is common heating method 

for Finnish detached houses and it is also widely used as secondary heating method. In 2016 
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electricity were used as primary heating method in 38.4% of buildings. In figure 2.7 is pre-

sented the possible worst case demand change in UK due heat pumps and electric vehicles. 

It is assumed that peak demands in UK could increase from few kilowatts to 15 kW. (Chan 

2014; Motiva 2013; ENWL ILE 2017; Tilastokeskus 2016b) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Possible demand change in UK. (ENWL ILE 2017) 

 

Number of electric vehicles (EV) has increased rapidly in UK at last years. At last quarter 

of 2015 in UK had been registered about 50 000 EVs and at first quarter of 2017 had been 

registered over 100 000 EVs. EV in this case includes all electric vehicles from pure-electric 

vehicles to non-plug-in hybrids. Number of pure-electric vehicles has increased constantly 

and between January 2014 and in April 2017 over 32 000 vehicles were registered in UK. 

The Government supports buying of a low CO2 emission car for 20–35% of purchase price 

limiting the maximum support for £1 500–8 000 depending on type of car and CO2 emis-

sions. The Government has refused support over £60 000 retail price cars, which cannot 

travel over 70 miles (about 112 km) without any CO2 emissions. (Statista 2017; GOV.UK 

2017) 

 

In Finland in general fleet of cars is older than in UK and in 2014 Finland had 4th oldest cars 

in EU after Slovakia, Estonia and Spain, while UK had 3rd newest after Luxembourg and 

Poland. Average age of passenger cars was 9.69 in Finland and 5.76 in UK. In Finland 

amount of EVs in the end of 2016 were about 5 700 and portion of pure-electric vehicles 

were about 2 000. One reason for old car fleet in Finland is Finnish additional car tax, which 
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were average 23.9% of retail price in first part of 2017. The tax depends from CO2 emissions 

and e.g. in 2017 tax were 4.4% for Tesla model S P85D and 50% for Ford Mustang Shelby 

GT 500. (Vero 2017; European Environment Agency 2017; Trafi 2017)  

 

Caruna has researched EV’s fast charging in distribution network in both 20 kV network and 

in low voltage network in 2012. Multiple simultaneously fast charged EVs may cause chal-

lenge with capacity of cables and 20/0.4 kV transformers. In cases studied in research 

amount of EV that could be fast charger simultaneously were between 4 and 24 depending 

how far EVs were from substation and cross section of lines. In LV network number of cars 

is lower due lower capacity of network. Normal charging does not have such great impact 

for distribution network and if charging can be preset at 22–06 charging shouldn’t cause 

problems for distribution network assuming that 25% of car fleet were hybrid cars. 

(Härkönen 2012; Mutanen)  

2.2.4 Electricity generation and support for renewable electricity production 

Electricity generation in UK is mostly depend from fossil fuels. In 2016 42.4% of electricity 

was produced by burning natural gas and 9.1% by coal. A minor amount is also produced 

from oil and other sources, 2.9%. Nuclear power covers 21.2% of electricity generation, but 

all except one existing power plant are expected to stop running by 2025. New generation is 

planned to be built in future and the first one could be running by 2018. Renewable energy 

sources produce 24.4% of electricity. In figure 2.8 is presented electricity generation by 

source in UK in 2016.  

 

Figure 2.8 Electricity generation by source in UK in 2016. (Department for Business, Energy & Industrial 

Strategy 2017) 

 

Nuclear 21,2 %

Coal 9,1 %

Gas 42,4 %

Oil and other 2,9 %

Renewables 24,4 %
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Fuel sources for renewable energy are wind, wave, hydro, marine, biomass and solar. In 

figure 2.9 is presented renewable electricity generation by different sources from 2007 to 

2016. Wind and bioenergy are main renewable sources in UK, but amount of solar energy is 

also increasing rapidly. Portion of renewables are expected to increase to 30% of total gen-

eration by 2020.  

 

Figure 2.9 Electricity generation by main renewable sources in UK. (Department for Business, Energy & In-

dustrial Strategy 2017) 

 

In renewable small-scale generation, the most common method is photovoltaic. In UK over 

half of solar power in April 2017 are produced below 1 MW units. Total installed photovol-

taic capacity was over 12 GW in April 2017. Most of the units are under 4 kW due British 

definition, which classify no greater than 16 A/phase as small-scale generation. Small scale 

generation can be connected without permission only notifying is needed. Generation have 

to fill engineering recommendation G83/2, which demands certain power quality e.g. over 

0.95 power factor. (National statistics 2017) 

 

UK’s transmission network is connected to France, Netherlands and Ireland. In 2015 UK 

imported 13.8 TWh from France, 8.0 TWh from Netherlands and exported 0.9 TWh to Ire-

land. Total import was 5.8% of electricity demand in UK in 2015. (UK Energy 2017) 

 

In UK, renewable electricity production was supported by Renewables Obligation (RO) for 

large-scale renewable energy producers and Feed in Tariffs (FITs) scheme for smaller 5 MW 

or less total installed capacity until 31 March 2017. Although plants from 50 kW to 5 MW 

were able to choose between RO and FITs. After April 2017 Contracts for Difference (CfD) 
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replaced RO and FITs. Also, renewable electricity generation is exempt from paying a tax, 

which fossil fuel electricity generation has to pay since 2013.  

 

Renewable Obligations Order ordered electricity supplier to prove that certain amount of 

electricity supplied to end customers, was produced by renewable energy. In RO scheme 

generators are issued Renewable Obligation Certificate (ROC) based on monthly electricity 

production. Producers can then sell ROCs to suppliers, which will redeem them against their 

Renewable Obligation. Feed in Tariff guaranteed electricity generator certain price for elec-

tricity, which were corrected yearly by Ofgem (The Office of Gas and Electricity Markets). 

 

In current Contracts for Difference scheme electricity generator make private law contract 

with CfD counter party Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC), which is owned by the 

UK Government. In the contract electricity generator and LCCC agree “strike price”, which 

LCCC pays to generator if market price is lower than “strike price” and opposite if market 

price is higher than “strike price”. (RES LEGAL 2017a)  

 

In Finland 33.7% of electricity is generated by nuclear power and fossil fuels covers 20.4% 

of electricity production 10.4% is generated by coal, 5.3% by natural gas, 4.4% by peat and 

0.3% by oil. Renewable energy generation is 44.5% of produced electricity, which is pro-

duced by hydro 23.6%, biomass 16.3% and wind 4.6%. Rest 1.4% of electricity is generated 

from waste. In figure 2.10 is presented electricity generation by source in Finland in 2016. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Electricity generation by source in Finland in 2016. (Energiateollisuus 2017) 

Photovoltaic generation in Finland compared to other renewable electricity production is 

very low. Installed capacity was 27 MW in the end of 2016 and all units are under 1 MW. 

Nuclear 33,7 %

Hydro 23,6 %
Coal 10,4 %

Gas 5,3 %

Peat 4,4 %

Oil 0,3 %

Wind 4,6 %

Biomass 16,3 %

Waste 1,4 %
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In network of Caruna amount of photovoltaic is 12 MW and 1800 units in July 2017. Devel-

opment of photovoltaic in Caruna’s region is presented in figure 2.11. (Energiavirasto 2017a; 

Caruna 2017b) 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Amount and power of photovoltaic in Caruna’s region. (Caruna 2017b) 

 

Finnish transmission system has connections to Sweden, Norway, Russia and Estonia. Fin-

land is net importer and in 2016 19 TWh electricity was imported, which is over 20% of 

total consumption. Most of the electricity was imported from Sweden 15 TWh and from 

Russia 5.9 TWh. Finland exports electricity to Estonia and transfer capacity and amount of 

transferred electricity to and from Norway is quite low with a 220 kV line and with minor 

consumption in northern Finland and Norway. (Energiateollisuus 2017; Fingrid 2017) 

 

In Finland, renewable electricity generation is supported by two subsidies schemes (Energy 

Aid and Investment Aid for Renewable Energy and New Energy Technologies) and a tariff 

system. Subsidy mechanisms are parallel, and research or investment project can apply sub-

sidy from only another mechanism. The subsidies can be granted for investment of new 

facilities or research projects, which reduce energy production’s environmental effects, im-

prove energy efficiency and promote the production or use of renewable energies. From 

founding of research projects at least 25% has to come from non-governmental funds. 

Amount of the aid for renewable energy production facilities can be up to 30% and if project 

involves the use of new technology aid can be 40%. Companies, municipalities and commu-

nities are eligible to apply for subsidies, but farms, housing corporations, residential proper-

ties and construction projects benefitting from state aid can’t be allocated a subsidy. 

 

Tariff system guarantee producers certain tariff on top of wholesale electricity price for 12 

years. Wind electricity generators were eligible for a higher tariff until the end of 2015. 
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Tariff system is for over 2500 MVA wind, over 150 MVA biomass and over 19 MVA bio-

gas production. Other renewable energy producers can apply for subsidies. (RES LEGAL 

2017b) 

2.2.5 Smart meters 

In Finland Council of State made act in 2009 that before the end of 2013 DNOs have to 

install remote reading meter with hourly measurements for every customer. (Finlex 2009) 

Every customer in network of Caruna has a smart meter and meters are owned by Caruna. 

Caruna’s meters measure besides energy also power quality and register different types of 

faults, but all features are not fully utilised by Caruna.  

 

Caruna use Echelon smart meters with have multiple features and the data from meters is 

submitted to Caruna by service provider. For power quality voltage is measured as 5 minutes 

average and following events are in use:  

 

• Outage, all phases and duration over 3 minutes. 

• Short Outage, under 3 minutes. 

• Phase Rotation, the phase sequence changes. 

• Phase Loss, Voltage level is over 10 seconds under 80 V. 

• Surge, Voltage levels is over 5 minutes over 253 V. 

• Sag, Voltage level is over 5 minutes under 207 V. 

• Reverse Energy, during over 10 seconds over 1 A current is flowing to distribution 

network. 

• Zero fault alarm, direct alarm to control room, when meter detects rise and drop of 

voltage in different phases. 

• Overcurrent, current is over 3 minutes over set limitation. 

• Data Concentrator Reconnection Check, communication hub send information pack-

age after outage, which contains information of meters that cannot be connected after 

outage and information of phase losses. (Kaskisuo 2017) 

 

In GB first phase of smart meter roll-out was completed in March 2011 and for the rest of 

the customers energy suppliers will offer smart meters before the end of 2020. The smart 

meters are owned by energy suppliers, which install the devices. Licence for managing of 

data and communication infrastructure has been granted for company called Data Commu-

nication Company (DCC), which is part of Capita PLC. DCC’s service provider for data 
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services is CGI IT UK Limited and communication service providers are Arqiva Smart Me-

tering Limited and Telefónica UK Limited. In figure 2.12 is presented the data and commu-

nication service infrastructure of British smart meters. (GOV.UK 2013) 

 

 

Figure 2.12 The data and communication service infrastructure of British smart meters. (DCC 2017) 

Still at 2017 many questions about British smart meters are open. The network communica-

tion model may be incompatible with old first generation smart meters if customers change 

energy supplier. About 8 million first generation smart meter is in use. Second thing is fea-

tures of second generation smart meters. Suppliers are interested installing meters cost ef-

fectively, which might cause that some of the features that would be useful for DNOs are 

missing due choosing cheaper meters with less features. That in turn means that DNO can’t 

use all needed services through smart meter’s network model and might need provide those 

without smart meters more expensive way. (Morley 2017) 

2.2.6 History and age of electricity network 

History of British electricity distribution begins at late 1800’s, when the first private and 

public founded mini-grids began to develop. First municipal electricity development in Brit-

ain began at 1889 in Bradford. In Britain disputes of the private sector, local government 

and parliament slowed down the progress of electricity distribution industry.  

 

The World War I (1914–1918) doubled world electricity demand and after the war in Britain 

were over 600 separate electricity departments and only in London were 70 authorities, 50 

different types of system, 10 different frequencies and 24 different voltages. Act in 1926 
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started integration of British electricity supply industry by establishing a 132 kV grid under 

the Central Electricity Board. 

 

Electricity demand continued rising and during World War II (1939–1945) growth acceler-

ated even though damage caused by the war limited growth somewhat. After the war, re-

building of grid and supply was priority for the Government. In 1950 construction work 

beginning for a 275 kV supergrid, which could be upgraded to 400 kV in future. Effects of 

rapid expanding of the grid between 1950’s and 1960’s is seen in figure 2.13. Great portion 

of ENWL’s existing grid is built in that time and is still in use.  

 

 

Figure 2.13 Estimated age profile of cost of replacement for network of ENWL. (ENWL 2017c) 

 

The Electricity Act in 1957 created the Central Electricity Generating Board, which broke 

up in 1989. It resulted to creation of separate transmission operators in England and Wales, 

Scotland and Norther Ireland. In England and Wales transmission operator the National Grid 

was created. It was originally owned by the Regional Electricity Companies, but later it be-

came a public limited company in 1995. (Butler 2001) 

  

History of electricity in Finland started in 15th March at 1882, when Finlayson’s weaving 

shed at Tampere started using electric lightning first in the Northern Europe. The first mu-

nicipal electric company started and the first municipal street lights in Finland lit up in 1888 

in Tampere.  
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Wider electrification of rural areas started growing after Finland became independent in 

1917. Mental and financial activity caused by independency together with a shortage of par-

affin in 1918 increased interest in electricity. After World War II reconstruction and contin-

uation of rural electrification can be considered as same kind great electrification as the time 

after independency.  

 

Network of Caruna is mostly in area, which was electrified during 1st electrification after 

independency at 1920’s and that overhead line network has been reinforced and replaced 

during years, but in Caruna’s sparsely populated Northern area in Koillismaa most of the 

current overhead line network are from first electrification. Electrification for last customers 

was slow in very sparsely populated areas and the last households were electrified in 1990’s. 

(Simola 1982) 

 

Finland is really sparsely populated country compared to UK and the most of Finnish net-

work is overhead lines especially outside the urban areas. Caruna does not have the old Finn-

ish cities in its area and although Espoo is the 2nd biggest city in Finland in terms of popula-

tion, it became city recently in 1972. (Espoo 2017) That is why network of Caruna is mainly 

overhead lines in 2017 and cables are in average new compared to overhead line network. 

Most of the overhead lines are wooden pole lines, and that explain why Caruna’s age profile 

of replacement cost of the network in figure 2.14 is different compared to ENWL’s profile. 

Also, Caruna’s profile is calculated by regulators replacement value of network, which high-

light the cable network. Ageless components from regulators table like ditches and right of 

ways, which are divided to relevant underground cables and overhead lines also distort figure 

and highlight replacement cost of year 2016. Caruna is investing mainly to cable network to 

reach objectives for weatherproof network. 
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Figure 2.14 Age profile of estimated cost of replacement for network of Caruna. 

2.3 Regulation and society 

Regulation is based on different methods in GB and in Finland. In GB regulation model is 

incentive and expenditure ceiling based and in Finland model is based on return on capital 

and it also contains incentive methods. Regulatory asset base (RAB) is defined different 

ways and lifespan of asset in terms of regulatory asset value are different. In GB value of 

asset base is based on prices, which were paid in privatisation in 1990. In Finland asset base 

value is based on committed capital using present values for network components, which are 

determined by regulator. In 2017 in Finland are 77 licenced distribution companies, while in 

GB are 14 licenced companies, which are owned by six DNO groups.  

2.3.1 Finland 

The storm in Finland at 26th December in 2011 caused large and long outages, which led to 

an act in 2013. The act demands all DNOs to build weatherproof network before the end of 

2028. Weatherproof network means, that during storm in all weather conditions inside zoned 

area (urban area) over six hours’ outages are not allowed and outside zoned area (rural area) 

over 36 hours outages are not allowed. Before 2028 act has two intermediate steps, before 

end of 2019 50% of customers have to be in weatherproof network and before end of 2023 

75% of customers have to be in weatherproof network. (Finlex 2013) 
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In Finland regulator encourage companies invest to fulfil requirements for weatherproof net-

work. Regulation model does not directly limit customer’s payments and regulator accepts 

moderate increase for customer price.   

 

Current 4th regulatory period runs four years from beginning of 2016 to end of 2019, but 

same regulation methods are in use during 5th four-year period from 2020 to 2023. In figure 

2.15 is presented principle of Finnish regulation.  

 

 

Figure 2.15 Methods of Finnish electricity distribution regulation. (Energiavirasto 2017b) 
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In left side of figure 2.15 is presented adjustment of the balance sheet, which define reason-

able return. Adjusted replacement value of the network is defined by regulator’s prices of 

network components. To calculate adjusted present value is used lifetime and average ages 

of network components. Range of lifetime for components is defined by regulator, but DNO 

can choose, which lifetime it used from the range. To adjusted electricity network assets are 

added other adjusted assets in the balance sheet value, which form adjusted assets invested 

in electricity network operations. Reasonable return is calculated as product of Weighted 

Average Cost of Capital (WACC) and adjusted equity invested in electricity network oper-

ations and interest-bearing debt. 

 

In right side of the figure 2.15 is presented adjustment of the profit and loss account which 

define realised adjusted profit. The calculation is started from operating profit of unbundled 

profit and loss account, which is added items to be returned in the unbundled profit and loss 

account. Items are the annual change in refundable connection fees according to the unbun-

dled balance sheet, rents of network according to the profit and loss account, depreciations 

on goodwill, the unbundled profit and loss account of planned depreciation and write-down 

of network assets, and loss of network sales entered under other operating expenses are re-

turned, but the profit from the sale of network entered under other operating income is de-

ducted.  

 

After that other profit adjustment items are deducted, which means reasonable costs of fi-

nancial assets. In addition, impact of incentives is deducted. Incentives consist of investment, 

quality, efficiency, innovation and security of supply incentives. Realised adjusted profit is 

sum of the calculation. 

 

Investment incentive consists from unit prices and deprecations. Unit prices encourage in-

vest to network cost-efficiently, because DNO is allowed to keep the difference between 

realized investment costs and unit price as RAV. Adjusted straight-line deprecations are al-

lowed as far as component are in use, which means that deprecations are also allowed after 

components lifetime, if components are in actual use. Deprecation covers replacement in-

vestments in selected lifetime of components. 

 

Quality incentive compares regulatory outage costs from 20 kV network to average costs 

from last two regulating periods and DNO is rewarded or penalised from difference to the 

average. Limit for reward or penalty is 15% from DNO’s reasonable return.  
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Calculation of efficiency incentive consist of six factors: general efficiency target, variables 

in the measuring of company-specific efficiency, company-specific efficiency target, refer-

ence level of company-specific efficiency costs, company specific realised efficiency costs 

and efficiency incentive in the calculation of realised adjusted profit.  

 

General efficiency target is for 4th and 5th period 0% instead of two percent, which is deter-

mined by based on long-term productivity. This compensates DNO’s additional costs from 

new responsibilities and practices.  

 

Variables in the measuring of company-specific efficiency are controllable operational costs, 

the replacement value of the electricity network, volume of transmitted energy, total length 

of the electricity network, metering points and regulatory outage cost. These variables are 

used to calculate company-specific efficiency target. For calculation is used StoNED-

method (Stochastic Non-Smooth Envelopment of Data), which gives reasonable controllable 

operative costs as result. Results are compared to reference level of company-specific effi-

ciency costs. Difference of company specific realised efficiency costs and reference level is 

the efficiency incentive’s effect. 

 

Innovation costs approved by the regulator are accepted to innovation incentive. Maximum 

amount for innovation incentive is 1% from DNO’s turnover during regulatory period. Ac-

ceptable innovation projects should relate to research of new information or new way to 

work in industry and results of projects must be send to regulator to be published in regula-

tors web page.  

 

Security of supply incentive is for those DNOs, which have significant challenges to achieve 

goals of higher supply demands, which are determined in the Electricity Market Act 

(588/2013). The incentive is calculated by adding reasonable costs of maintenance and con-

tingency measures together with write-downs of present value’s residual value from early 

replacement investments to improve security of supply. 

 

Company is deficit, if reasonable return is bigger than realised adjusted profit and surplus if 

opposite. Company is obliged to balance surplus to customers and is it entitled to collect 

deficit from customers during the following years. (Energiavirasto 2017b) 

2.3.2 Great Britain 

In GB after privatisation regulator tightened expenditures and pricing and companies sought 

higher profit by decreasing costs, which lead savings in maintenance, investments and lack 
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of new workforce in the industry. Hatfield’s railway crash in 2000, which was caused by 

insufficient maintenance, put asset management business in review and since 2006 Ofgem 

led companies increase expenditures to investments. It can be seen in figure 2.16. (ORR 

2006; Ofgem 2017d) 

 

 

Figure 2.16 GB's customers network costs. In GB network costs includes gas and electricity network. (Ofgem 

2017d) 

 

In Great Britain regulator encourage companies to get most of existing network without 

making large investments and keep that way charges to customers in existing level. Regula-

tor have made alignment, that it is too expensive to replace existing network and it wants, 

that DNOs develop new ways to answer changes in network without making large invest-

ments. 

 

Current electricity distribution regulation period RIIO-ED1 runs eight years between 1 April 

2015 and 31 March 2023. Name RIIO comes from Revenue = Incentives + Innovation + 

Outputs and ED1 comes from 1st RIIO electricity distribution regulating period. Compared 

to earlier five-year periods, eight-year period gives DNO’s more certainly to future when 

regulation is more stable, which allows DNO’s do better investment decisions. Some of the 

incentives in RIIO are specified to DNOs and some are national.  

 

Allowed revenue to consist of base revenue, incentives, innovation funding, non-controlla-

ble costs and difference between previous years allowed revenue and actual collected 

amount. In figure 2.17 is presented how allowed revenue builds. Major part of allowed rev-

enue comes from opening base revenue, which is corrected by MOD term. MOD term is 
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difference between Opening Base Revenue and Base Revenue and it is defined in Annul 

Iteration Process (AIP), which updates variable values such as the cost of debt and changes 

to taxation rules. AIP also compares financial performance to pre-determined output incen-

tives, if company over or under performs compared to expect performance a percentage of 

the difference is shared with customers. Details of Price Controls Financial Model (PCFM) 

and AIP are presented in Ofgem’s sites. (Ofgem 2017c)  

 

Incentive payments are based on DNO’s performance under six output categories. The cat-

egories are reliability and availability, environment, connections service, customer service, 

social obligations, and safety.  

 

 

Figure 2.17 Determine of Allowed Revenue in RIIO-ED1. (Ofgem 2017c) 

Determination of Base Revenue is presented in figure 2.18. Main values for determine Base 

Revenue are Total controllable expenditures (Totex) and Regulated Asset Value (RAV). To-

tex Incentive Mechanism (TIM) rewards company with lower sharing factor, if company’s 

view of Totex is close to regulator’s view. Fast money portion of Totex is added directly to 

Base Revenue. The rest of Allowed Totex so called Slow Money is added to opening RAV. 

For example, from costs of new substation roughly 85% are Slow Money and 15% are Fast 

Money. Depreciation value is deducted from opening RAV and amount of depreciation is 

added to Base Revenue. Opening RAV, Slow Money and depreciation forms closing RAV 

and average of closing- and opening RAV earns return at the Weighted Average Cost of 
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Capital (WACC). During RIIO-ED1 period average asset live will be increased from 20 to 

45 years, which will decrease Depreciation and Base Revenue.  

 

 

Figure 2.18 Determine of Base Revenue in RIIO-ED1.(Ofgem 2017c) 

2.3.3 Invoices and electricity prices 

In Finland customer gets an invoice from electricity Distribution Company and from elec-

tricity supplier. In United Kingdom customer gets only one invoice from electricity supplier 

which contains distribution charge. Distribution companies does not have contract with their 

customers in UK. In both countries transmission charge is included in distribution charge.  

 

In Finland electricity price including all taxes and levies has been 1–6 snt/kWh lower be-

tween 2012 and 2016 than in UK. Comparison of prices is presented in figure 2.19. Com-

paring amount of network costs for customer is challenging, because DNO’s and electricity 

supplier’s responsibilities are different in Finland and in UK. Like mentioned above in Fin-

land both send invoice to customers and also metering is on DNO’s responsibility unlike in 

UK. (Eurostat 2017) 

 

In Finland for average domestic customer each tax, network costs and electricity sales are 

about third of whole bill. In GB taxes are smaller part of whole bill than in Finland and costs 
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from electricity sales are higher, but also price of energy is higher in GB. (Epexspot 2017; 

Nord Pool 2017) 

 

 

Figure 2.19 Electricity price for domestic customer in Finland and UK all taxes and levies included. (Eurostat 

2017)  
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3. PHENOMENA OF NETWORK STRUCTURE 

In this chapter is described two phenomena voltage drop and ageing of transformers insula-

tion, which are related to innovation projects Smart Street and Oil regeneration. Voltage 

drop or voltage rise is power quality challenge, which is caused by impedance of conductors. 

Ageing of transformers insulation may end up causing expensive failure of transformer, 

which is why DNOs are keen to protect main transformers and track transformer’s condition. 

3.1 Voltage drop and voltage rise 

As the load current passes through the conductor, conductor’s impedance causes voltage 

drop, which is why voltage in end of conductor is lower than at the beginning of the conduc-

tor. In figure 3.1 is presented one phase equivalent circuit for loaded conductor. Voltage 

drop Uh between the beginning of conductor and in the end of conductor can be calculated 

by equation 3.1 

 

𝑼ℎ = 𝑼1 − 𝑼2 = 𝑰𝒁 = 𝑰(𝑅 + 𝑗𝑋)            (3.1)

   

where U1 is voltage at the beginning of conductor, U2 is voltage in the end of conductor, I is 

current vector, Z is impedance vector, R is resistance, j is imaginary unit and X is reactance. 

In distribution network, usually it is important to know voltage drop as difference of U1 and 

U2 absolute values (equation 3.2).  

 

𝑈ℎ = |𝑈1| − |𝑈2|              (3.2) 

 

Approximation of voltage drop can be calculated without vector calculation with approxi-

mation equation 3.3  

 

𝑈ℎ = 𝐼𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 + 𝐼𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 = 𝐼𝑝𝑅 + 𝐼𝑞𝑋           (3.3) 

 

where cos 𝜑 is power factor, 𝐼𝑝 is active current and 𝐼𝑞 is reactive current.  
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Figure 3.1 One phase equivalent circuit for a loaded conductor.  

Voltage drop between one-phase and three phase systems have slightly difference. In bal-

anced three phase system voltage drop is √3 2⁄ ≈ 0.87 times voltage drop in one phase sys-

tem. The difference is due current in neutral conductor. In balanced three phase system the 

current does not pass through the neutral conductor. (TAMK 2017) 

 

Compensation capacitors can be used to increase the voltage. Capacitors can be connected 

to parallel or in series. Series connected capacitor reduces the conductor’s impedance and 

compensates the voltage drop by reducing reactive current in network after the capacitor. 

That increase conductor’s capacity and reduce voltage fluctuation. Series connected capaci-

tors are usually used at long transfer connections.  

 

Parallel capacitor compensates the conductor’s and the load’s reactive power, which reduce 

reactive current. When reactive current decrease, voltage drop decrease also in network be-

fore capacitor. Therefore, parallel capacitor is not so sensitive to short circuit currents than 

serial connected capacitor. Installation of parallel capacitors improves conductor’s capacity, 

reduce voltage drop and losses. With capacitors, it is possible to delay reinforcement invest-

ments, but in low load cable network over compensation might cause challenges. Over com-

pensation is due charge current of cables. Charge current 𝐼𝑐 and voltage rise ∆𝑈ℎ can be 

calculated by equations 3.4 and 3.5 

 

𝐼𝑐 = 𝜔𝐶𝑈0               (3.4) 

 

∆𝑈ℎ = 𝐼𝑐𝑥𝑙               (3.5) 

 

where  𝜔 is 2𝜋𝑓, f is frequency, 𝐶 is earth capacitance of one phase, 𝑈0 is voltage of network, 

x is reactance per length of conductor and l is length of cable. Generation of electricity rise 
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voltage based in same mechanism than voltage drop. Especially in long and radial lines, 

where X/R-ratio is high voltage rise, might cause challenges. In best case generation com-

pensate voltage drop in network. (Korpinen; Energiateollisuus 2011; Vainikka 2011) 

 

On-load tap changers can be used in distribution transformers to adjust voltage level to pre-

vent voltage drop/rise causing voltage to go beyond the limits. Rauma’s study in France 

proves that using on-load tap changers in distribution transformers increase connectable 

power generation in average by 1 kW per customer, when voltage rise is the limiting factor 

for generation. However, the variation between distribution circuits is large and on-load tap 

changer is not recommendable solution for all circuits. A difference between tap changers 

with five or nine tap were very little and use of one and three phase connected generation 

have difference. Study proves that when using only three phase connected generation more 

generation can be connected to network than by using one and three phase connected gener-

ation (Rauma 2016) 

 

Power factor of generation influence to network voltage in connection point. Producing re-

active power increase voltage and use of reactive power decrease voltage. By adjusting 

power factor is possible to add more decentralized generation. Good sides of centralized 

adjustment system are decreasing losses by reducing reactive power transmission in network 

and avoiding local adjustments and tap changers to simultaneously adjusting in different 

directions. In network where small generations are far from each other’s centralized adjust-

ment is prohibitively expensive compared to amount of energy. (Äijälä 2008) 

 

In Rauma’s study is also compared on-load tap changers and power factor adjustment. In 

general tap changers bring more flexibility than power factor adjustment. This can be ex-

plained by low voltage lines high resistivity compared to reactance, which cause that reactive 

power does not have so great effect than tap changer. (Rauma 2016) 

3.2 Ageing of transformer insulation 

Grid/primary substation transformers are important part of electricity network, which con-

nect lower voltage distribution network to higher voltage and higher transmission capacity 

network. In case of main power transformer failure, replacement of the transmission capacity 

of power transformer might be challenging during high load and especially in single trans-

former substations. Due to the importance of main power transformers to the network, DSOs 

are interested maintaining transformers. In this chapter is described ageing mechanism of 

transformer’s paper oil insulation.  
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Transformer insulation consists from oil and cellulose. The cellulose in transformer is mainly 

paper and pressboard. Insulating paper is made by kraft or sulphate process and consist of 

cellulose about 90%, lignin 6–7% and rest is pentosans. Kraft paper is the major insulator, 

which is wrapped around the conductors. It consists from cellulose, hemicellulose and some 

residual thiolignin, which are remnants from the paper pulping process. In addition of insu-

lation, paper also gives mechanical support to windings. 

 

Mineral oil in transformers are used to provide insulation strength, but also as coolant for 

transformer and from oil samples is obtained important information for transformer’s con-

dition. Mineral oils consist of refined hydrocarbon based oils to which is added additives to 

improve the performance of mineral oil. Additives can be added for example to slow down 

the ageing process of the oil. 

  

The weakening of oil’s insulation properties can be result of several factors such as high 

operating temperature, exposure to air, moisture entering to the transformer, and presence of 

metallic compounds such as iron, copper and lead. Major cause for the reduction of insula-

tion properties is caused by oxidative degradation of the hydrocarbons. Oxidation process of 

mineral oil consist several stages and can produce sludge, oil thickening, lacquering and an 

increase in oil acidity. Oxidation process of transformer oil needs oxygen and because ma-

jority of transformers are free breathable oxygen is always available. Temperature rise ac-

celerates the oxidative process according Arrhenius law and like most chemical reactions 

7–10 ºC temperature rise approximately doubles reaction speed. Amount of moisture in oil 

reduce dielectric properties of oil and increase acidity of the oil. Oxidation products such as 

peroxide and water are corrosive for metallic components and metals in oil can have catalyst 

effect for oxidation, which increase corrosion.    

 

Primary factors for cellulose ageing are water/moisture, oxygen, acids and temperature. The 

ageing process consist mainly of three mechanism hydrolysis, oxidation and pyrolysis. Hy-

drolysis is dominating ageing process in cellulose, which occur in presence of water and 

acids. Oxidation process decompose cellulose in presence of oxygen, which produce as by-

products mainly moisture and as secondary ageing products can form sludge and acids. Py-

rolysis needs elevated temperature in absence of oxygen, usually over 140 ºC, which is why 

it isn’t considered significant ageing mechanism unless fault has development. These reac-

tions decompose cellulose of paper and pressboard, which decrease papers insulation prop-

erties and mechanical strength of paper.  
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Influence of thermal, electrical, chemical and mechanical stress cause ageing and degrada-

tion of insulation. Ageing of insulation papers is more critical than ageing of oil, because oil 

can be regenerated or even replaced, but solid insulation is permanent irreplaceable part of 

transformer. Paper can be dried and unwanted particles, which are absorbed to paper can be 

removed by oil regeneration, but ageing process of paper is irreversible.  (Venkatasubrama-

nian 2015) 
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4. ENWL’S INNOVATION PROJECTS 

In this chapter is short description of five ENWL’s innovation project, which were prese-

lected for this review. Topics are Smart Street, Smart Fuse (Fault Support Centre), Celsius, 

Oil regeneration and Sentinel. Projects are in different phases and this chapter tells you in 

addition to overview of projects, in which phase projects are at first part of the 2017.  

4.1 Voltage control in low voltage network project Smart Street 

Smart Street is ENWL’s R&D-project to control voltage changes in low voltage network. 

Electrical vehicles and heat pumps put network on harder stress on demand side and photo-

voltaic on generation side. This causes challenges for keeping voltage between limitations. 

In this project multiple techniques are used to control voltage changes like adding automa-

tion in LV-network, on-load tap changers for distribution transformers and capacitors for 

LV- and HV-network. With these devices aim is keep voltage in optimal level and use more 

of existing LV-networks capacity. The objective is to keep voltage constant from distribution 

substation to the last customer in circuit. Customers get benefit from constant voltage as 

better efficiency for their electricity devices, which means lower bills. Also, losses in net-

work reduce with lower voltage drop. 

 

With added automation and LV switches, topology of network can be changed based on 

present load. By changing switching topology target is interconnect low voltage circuit with 

high generation to circuit with high demand to minimalize voltage drop and voltage rise. On-

load tap changers are used to adjust voltage in distribution substation to respond change of 

demand, generation, and connection of capacitors and interconnecting of low voltage cir-

cuits.   

 

Project started in January 2014 and it finishes in April 2018. Project is mainly fund by 

Ofgem’s Low Carbon Network Fund which means that money comes from all customers 

across GB. Low Carbon Networks Fund has fund project for 8.4 M£ and return of that ENW 

has to share learnings from project with other DNO’s. Rest of project founding comes from 

Kelvatek 2.1 M£ and ENWL 1.0 M£. Project trials are performed between January 2016 and 

December 2017. Trial areas include six primary substations (33 kV/11 kV or 6.6 kV), 38 

related distribution substations (11 kV or 6.6 kV/0.4 kV) and around 67 000 customers live 

in these areas. (ENWL 2016a) 
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Project contains new low voltage switches which have not been used before called Weezaps 

and Lynxes. Devices are developed in cooperation with Kelvatek. Addition to those, on-load 

tap changers are installed for distribution transformers, LV and HV capacitors are installed 

and equipment are controlled by Siemens Spectrum Power-software. All these devices are 

remotely controlled and controlling unit Spectrum 5 is doing check on every 30 minutes (can 

be changed, ENWL uses 30 min in trials) for better ways to adjust tap changers, connect or 

disconnect capacitors and connect grid from radial to meshed or opposite. Idea is to run 

network meshed as little as possible to prevent risk of outage for larger group of customers. 

4.1.1 Low voltage vacuum switches Weezap and Lynx 

Weezap is vacuum circuit breaker which is retrofitted to fuse panels in distribution substa-

tion. The circuit breaker can replicate fuses up to 400 A. Weezaps gives real-time measure-

ment information which is used for e.g. fault location. Weezaps measures following voltage, 

current, power factor, real power, apparent power, reactive power, frequency, THD, and in-

vidual harmonics including magnitude and phase up to the 25th. In figure 4.1 is presented 

Weezap installed in British fuse panel in distribution substation. In appendix I is presented 

technical specification of Weezap.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Weezap installed in fuse panel. (Kelvatek 2017a) 

 

Lynx is remotely controlled vacuum switch, which take same measurements than Weezap. 

Lynxes are designed to fit in composite link boxes. Lynxes are used to interconnect and 

separate LV-circuits remotely. Weezaps and Lynxes designed lifespan is ten years. In ap-

pendix II is presented technical specification of Lynx. At beginning of 2017 Weezap and 
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Lynx are rated for 400 A load current, but Kelvatek is researching possibilities to increase 

load current to 630 A. In figure 4.2. is presented Lynx device. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Lynx vacuum switch. (Kelvatek 2017a) 

 

Weezaps and Lynxes need external remote terminal unit Gateway to have GPRS connection 

to control room systems. One Gateway device can be connected to 15 switching devices 

wireless, but it has to be in same space than switching devices e.g. inside fuse cabin. Weezaps 

and Lynxes can be operated onsite via Gateway. In figure 5.3 is presented Gateway device. 

(ENWL 2016a) 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Gateway is wireless interface between remote users and switching devices. (Kelvatek 2017b) 
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4.1.2 ENWL’s learnings and comparison to Caruna 

During trials ENWL has noticed some challenges with new equipment and installing de-

vices. In some rural areas 3G-signal is too weak for gateway device and systems cannot 

communicate. Size of Weezap is longer than regular fuse case and in some substations, fuse 

panel door cannot be closed. New devices need also own place in asset management systems 

and has to work with existing control room systems. In summertime Lynxes have had some 

overheating problems and to get rid of those issues fans were installed. Fans caused problems 

with moisture and Kelvatek is working on to improve Lynxes heat resistance to get rid of 

fans. After six months trial, some Lynx link boxes had over half centimetre of water on 

bottom of box.  

 

Kelvatek’s equipment temperature range isn’t sufficient to Finland. Devices should be rated 

for -40 ºC and different attachment for Finnish substations prevent connecting equipment 

directly to Finnish network. Fuse panel, different fuse attachment standards and differences 

between one and three phase systems cause the differences. 

 

4.1.2.1 Tap changer 

Distribution transformers does not traditionally have onload tap changers and to add those 

certain transformers have to be equipped with expansion tank, because oil level rise higher 

to insulate new tap changer. This cause extra costs and in some substations finding enough 

space for expansion tank might be challenging.   

 

4.1.2.2 Reactor 

Caruna invest to add shunt reactors to compensate increasing reactive power from changing 

overhead lines to underground cables in rural area. Driver for investing shunt reactors is 

tighter demands and penalties to feed reactive power to transmission network. Adding ca-

pacitors for voltage control might make situation even worse with reactive power. In early 

2017 project trials are still on going and ENWL’s does not have yet analysed data from 

reactive power effects of installed equipment.   

 

4.1.2.3 Distributed generation 

Smart Street’s aim is to make low carbon technologies like photovoltaic easier to adapt. 

Caruna is developing new concept for building low voltage network, which increase capacity 

of main cables in low voltage network compared to Caruna’s present low voltage cable net-

work. Also, Caruna has made research about connecting micro generation in distribution 

network in 2016. Research is made for nine different 10/0.4 kV and 20/0.4 kV circuits in 

network of Caruna, which represent archipelago/summer residence areas, sparsely populated 
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rural areas, conurbation areas and city areas in office and apartment house areas. In research 

is calculated, what is maximum power of generation, which every customer in circuit can 

install. Sampling in study is quite small so the results can be used to have an estimate. 

 

In 2016 about 1 100 photovoltaic units were connected to network of Caruna and average 

size of micro generation installed was 5.3 kVA. If every customer connects 5.3 kVA gener-

ation, it causes challenges mostly in archipelago/summer residence and sparsely populated 

rural areas. In urban areas limiting factor is roof space, not electrical limitation. In apartment 

house areas generation, which every customer could install would be 12 kW and in conur-

bation areas average power would be 5 kW and with on-load tap changers it could be  

7.5 kW, but still in some areas, increasing voltage might cause challenges. In archipel-

ago/summer residence and sparsely populated rural areas the power to be connected varied 

1–5 kW, which causes challenges in these areas. (Strandberg 2016) 

 

Remote summer residence areas are the most challenging, because residences are mostly 

used at weekends, which means that electricity consumption is low compared to photovoltaic 

generation at weekdays. Also, typically network in these areas is quite weak in terms of 

electric capacity. On-load tap changers would increase connectible photovoltaic, but benefits 

from other Smart Street methods are not usable in remote areas. In these areas network is 

most likely overhead line network and low voltage circuits are not connected to each other’s. 

Also by adjusting power factor of photovoltaic could be possible to affect voltage in network. 

 

4.1.2.4 Regulation 

Regulation in Finland is based on return on capital model and major part of capital is deter-

mined by regulators unit prices. For new equipment like combination of low voltage circuit 

breaker, meter and protection relay, table of unit prices does not have component. Network 

components, which are not in the unit prices can be reported to regulator in balance sheet 

value, but without regulator’s unit price, regulation does not encourage as much to invest in 

those components cost-effectively. 

4.2 The project of reducing the impact of transient faults - Smart Fuse 

Reducing impact of transient faults in LV network and to adapt smart fuses as business as 

usual is related to ENWL’s Smart Fuse project, which was performed in cooperation with 

Kelvatek and Durham University. ENWL use Fault Support Centre as part of adapting smart 

fuses to business as usual, which is Kelvatek’s service for fault locating. Fault support centre 

actively analyses data from devices installed in low voltage network.  
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4.2.1 Transient faults in low voltage cable network  

Transient cable faults are defined as faults in low voltage network, which may occur fuse to 

operate in distribution substation and disconnect customers, but when the fuse in substation 

is replaced the new fuse does not operate and customers stay connected. Multiple reasons 

cause transient faults. E.g. after heavy rain period moisture can reach inside of cable joint 

and cause a short circuit leading to fault currents, which will operate fuse in distribution 

substation. Arc current during short circuit may dry the moisture from joint and transient 

might happen again after next heavy rain period.  

 

Transient faults develop to permanent faults, the development can be divided to four stages: 

 

• Transitory (irregular voltage dips. No fuse operation) 

• Intermittent (irregular fuse operations) 

• Persistent (repetitive fuse operations) 

• Permanent (open circuit or short circuit weld) 

 

Faults can potentially occur in any part of the underground low voltage network and the fault 

may skip stages of development. Faults in the end of cable line with a small cross-sectional 

might have transitory phase, but jump directly to permanent. Cables closer to the distribution 

substation and larger cross-section might have all four stages. Different network e.g. network 

with bottle end and larger cross-section in end of cable would have different stages of fault 

development. It is very rarely that cable faults subside e.g. from persistent stage to transitory 

state. When cable or joint insulation is damaged it is only matter of time before the perma-

nent fault occurs.  

 

In GB DNO’s have challenges with amount and finding of transient low voltage cable faults. 

ENWL has done research from low voltage transient cable faults by analysing data captured 

between 2006 and 2007. Data includes only transient faults, where fault is not identified and 

repaired. Table 4.1 shows number of fuse operations, number of transient faults, customer 

minutes lost (CML) and customer interruptions (CI). Intermitted faults, where fuse operates 

irregular are shown at first row, fuse has operated once during 12 months. Faults are persis-

tence when fuse operates two or more times in 12-month period. From persistence stage fault 

occurs indeterminate times before fault becomes permanent. It can be seen in table 4.1 as 

number of transient reduces when number of operations increase.  
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Table 4.1 Impact of transient low voltage cable faults 2006–07. (ENWL 2014) 

 

 

From the data of research also discovered, that the time between fuse operations reduces as 

a fault progress. In table 4.2 is presented relation between operation times and time before 

next operation. Half of the second fuse operations occur within 14 days of the first fuse 

operation and 50% of sixth operation occurs within day from fifth operation.  

 

Table 4.2 Time between transient faults and customer influence. (ENWL 2014) 

 

 

In figure 4.4 is presented location of transient cable faults. Most of the customer influence 

occurs in main low voltage underground cables, which is due that the greatest portion of 

customer are after main underground cables.  
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Figure 4.4 Locations of Transient Faults by customer influence. (ENWL 2014) 

 

Almost 50% of ENWL low voltage cable faults are transient type and during transient fault 

data collection between 2006 and 2007 ENWL recorded over 3300 transient cable faults in 

low voltage network. (ENWL 2014) 

4.2.2 Fault support centre 

Kelvatek provides 24-hour service to locate low voltage faults, which is used by ENWL.  

Fault support centre (FSC) is Kelvatek’s fault locating service, where Kelvatek uses DNO’s 

data from LV-cable network and measurements from LV-fault detecting devices to locate 

faults. Those equipment communicate with Gateway and Gateway sends data to servers via 

3G-network. (LCNI 2015) 

 

In event of low voltage underground cable fault, the fuse blows followed by ENWL’s field 

staff replacing the fuse or if the transient fault occurs 2nd time the fuse will be replaced with 

smart device, which is able to connect customers back when fault renew. Device also record 

data for fault locating. After 3rd transient fault, locating service provider has estimate of pos-

sible fault locations based fault current and impedance of cables.  

 

Location is verified with CableSniffer by measuring and analysing the gases, which have 

been released from the cable during the fault. In fault place sample hole is drilled to the 

ground and CableSniffers probe is placed into the sample hole for measurements. This will 

be repeated until the exact fault place is found. To have accurate results sniffing should be 

done within six hours from fault, but surface of the ground has influence to evaporative time 

of gasses, e.g. tarmac holds gasses longer than gravel.   
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After the fault location is confirmed, repair work can be scheduled, and customers are in-

formed about the future excavation and interruption. Repair work is cheaper and quicker to 

do as planned daytime work together with lower penalties for DSO from interruption time. 

Also, it is more pleasant for customer to know when and how long interruption will be. 

4.2.3 Smart fuse Bidoyng 

Bidoyng smart fuse is one of Kelvatek’s devices, which is able to measure electrical quanti-

ties in LV network and send average data to servers in normal circumstances every 30 mins, 

but in fault condition devices record more accurate data sampling at a millisecond level. For 

fault locating is used impedance of cables and current and voltage values recorded by the 

device.  

 

ENWL and Kelvatek has developed in cooperation Bidoyng Smart Fuse. Bidoyng is double 

fuse which takes same measurements as Weezap or Lynx. Device has two fuses parallel, 

when primary fuse blows secondary fuse will be connected with 30 s to 10 min delay. Delay 

is adjustable. Bidoyng concept is presented in figure 4.6. Bidoyng fits in regular UK fuse 

board, as shown in figure 4.5.  

 

 

Figure 4.5 Bidoyng installed in fuse panel. (Kelvatek 2017b) 

 

Bidoyng was developed between 2006 and 2010 in ENWL’s and Kelvatek’s Fuse Restorer 

project. Projects aim was to develop device that is capable of carrying two fuses in UK 

standard size fuse carrier. Kelvatek made the final device in November 2010. (ENWL 2014) 
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Figure 4.6 Bidoyng concept. (Kelvatek 2011) 

Like Weezaps and Lynxes Bidoyng needs Gateway to be able to communicate with other 

systems. Without Gateway Bidoyng is just automatic double fuse and it cannot send infor-

mation from blown primary fuse or measurement data. (Kelvatek 2011) 

4.2.4 ENWL’s learnings and comparison to Caruna 

Caruna have not recognized problem with transient cable faults in LV-network. Study done 

in 2011 prove, that less than 5% of low voltage network faults are transient in Caruna’s low 

voltage cable network. Reason for difference is most likely age of cables and different cable- 

and joint types. Most of the transient faults in ENWL’s low voltage network occur in old 

paper-oil insulated cables and most of the Caruna’s cables are newer cross-linked polyeth-

ylene insulated cables. Caruna does not use any T-joints and in average Caruna’s low voltage 

cables are 16-year-old based on data from Caruna’s network information system and in av-

erage ENWL’s low voltage network is over 45-year-old based on figure 2.10. 

 

Caruna’s challenge in future is cable fault locating especially for 20 kV cables. Particularly 

in sparsely populated areas, where distances are long and building meshed network is not 

reasoned. In those areas, permanent cable fault might cause long outage for customers. 

 

ENWL has proven that taking smart fuse to business as usual has reduced the impact of 

transient faults and in that way improved customer service. The project towards current busi-

ness as usual method has started over decade ago and before the Government’s decision 

about smart meter roll-outs, but with smart meters, the data from meters could be utilised to 

proactive actions for unhealthy cables. 
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ENWL has noticed that installing new equipment like smart fuse to network, which are not 

fixedly installed and change place in network often compared to traditional asset e.g. trans-

formers causes challenges to control and keep record of equipment.  

4.3 Capacity enforcement project Celsius 

Main purpose for Celsius project is to get more capacity from existing network like in Smart 

Street project without making large investments to rebuild the network. Heat pumps and 

electrical vehicles increase electricity demand and in GB Department of Energy and Climate 

Change suggest that electricity demand might increase up to 60% by 2050. (ENWL 2017d) 

 

Celsius is ENWL's innovation project, which purpose is increase understanding of thermal 

behaviour of assets in distribution substations and release capacity to customers. Aims of the 

project is develop simple thermal rating tool and explore retrofitting cooling techniques. 

Thermal rating tool will let network operators to use maximum capacity from existing assets 

without damaging those. Thermal rating tool will likely to be an excel look up table and use 

the temperature measurements from low cost external retrofit sensors to indicate assets in-

ternal temperature. Project research also effects of different retrofit cooling techniques to 

release more capacity for customers. 

 

Celsius will run from January 2016 until March 2020 and in the 1st state of project tempera-

ture sensors are installed for 51 pole-mounted and for 469 ground mounted distribution sub-

stations, these different substations represent 80% of GB distribution substation population. 

In 2nd state retrofitting cooling techniques will be installed for 100 of 520 distribution sub-

stations. Learnings from those installations will be used to evaluate potential techniques with 

other network operators and select several techniques for trials. (ENWL 2017e) 

 

Sites are divided to three different types. Ground mounted substation with 3-phase measure-

ments, ground mounted substation with 1-phase measurements and pole mounted substation. 

In first type of substations part of transformers are equipped with internal temperature sen-

sors for defining the thermal rating tool. 

 

Project is fund mostly by Ofgem’s Network Innovation Competition (NIC) for 4.6 M£ and 

it is ENWL’s first NIC founded project. NIC is part of RIIO price controls and every year 

during NIC up to 81 M£ is available. (ENWL 2017f)  
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ENWL works in cooperation with University of Southampton to research, do taking extra 

capacity out of asset cause harm for assets healthy. For understanding better thermal behav-

ior of distribution substations, main types of substations will be modelled in project and 

models are used to find better ways to design substations to avoid heating problems. Meas-

urements from temperature meters are used to make models more accurate. Meters are in-

stalled on different heights to measure ambient temperature in substations, on ventilation 

opening, on the warmest cable and to measure transformer from estimated hottest spot on 

top oil level and from bottom oil level.   

4.3.1 Measuring and communication devices in project 

To measure temperatures in distribution substations and load of equipment in substations, 

are used wireless temperature meters, rogowski coils and voltage leads. Rogowski coils and 

voltage leads are connected with a wire to Hex device, which sends data to Hub device, 

which sends it further to servers via mobile network. Hex can be connected to six measure-

ment devices in same time and Hub can be connected wireless to 30 Hex’s and temperature 

meters. In figure 4.7 are presented Hub, temperature sensor and rogowski coil. Hex device 

looks similar than Hub, but instead of an antenna wire like in figure 4.7 Hex is typically 

connect to more than one rogowski coil or voltage lead with wires.   

 

 

Temperature meters, Hex and Hub need batteries to work. Batteries are designed to last three 

years and to reach that Hub cannot be connected to mobile network all the time. Hub con-

nects to network for 2 minutes every six hours to deliver data to servers. Hubs have memory 

for 12 hours’ data. Data will not be lost if one connection attempt to server fails, but if two 

Figure 4.7 From left to right: Hub, temperature sensor and rogowski coil. 
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consecutive connections to servers fail data will be overwritten. Temperature meters and 

Hex’s send measurements to hub every 30 seconds.  

 

In installation phase, Celsius mobile application is used to connect wireless equipment to 

each other. Each temperature meter, Hex and Hub has a barcode, which is scanned to mobile 

application with external barcode scanner. In the mobile application is fed the information 

which meters and Hex is connected to Hub. Hub and Hex have magnet switch, which acti-

vates device and Hub downloads software updates when it is switched on. Information of 

which sensor is connected to which port of Hex is fed by the mobile application. Also, meas-

urements from sensors can be read from the application. 

4.3.2 Lessons learnt for future and comparison to Caruna 

In early states of trials, missing data have caused some challenges. Even with roaming SIM-

cards weak network causes challenges in some areas. Also challenges with software and 

interference between devices causes challenges, which causes data gabs. However, improve-

ments for these challenges has been found during trials. 

 

Engineering recommendations ER15 Transformer Loading Guide and ER17 Current Rating 

Guide for Distribution Cables are identified for review by ENWL during Celsius project. 

Findings in the project might cause discrepancy with these recommendations.  

 

Caruna is replacing most of the current distribution substations during 20 kV cable invest-

ments. Pole mounted substations from overhead line network are changed to ground 

mounted in cable network and transformers are renewed. In these cases, cables and trans-

formers at substations should not be in too high load. But distribution substations which are 

inside a building are usually older and equipped with an exhaust air fan. If network calcula-

tions show that these substations are in high load, temperature sensors and thermal rating 

tool would be useful for ensuring that cooling arrangements are enough. Network calcula-

tions use load curves based on real load measured by smart meters.  

 

Caruna has identified possibilities to use Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) for low 

cost metering. LPWAN is a specification, which is intended for wireless battery-operated 

things in regional, national or global network. LPWAN does not offer high data rate as rate 

range from 0.3 kbps to 50 kbps, but minimalizes cost for infrastructure and devices. (LoRa 

AllianceTM 2017) 
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Caruna has installed heat pumps at some substations for cooling, but those demand regular 

maintenance, which is why pumps or exhaust air fans are used only when gravity based 

ventilation is insufficient. Caruna use rarely heat pumps at distribution substations, but in 

substations, which are inside building exhaust air fans are usually used. Typical power of a 

fan is about 10 kW. 

4.4 Regeneration of insulation oil 

Oil regeneration is way to recycling insulation oil from network assets. With oil regeneration 

old and weakened oil from its insulation properties can continue to be used. ENWL has 

researched transformers online oil regeneration in cooperation with Manchester University 

and has adapted oil regeneration to business as usual in 2015. It is estimated that ENWL will 

save around 32 M£ during 2017–2023 with oil regeneration by delaying transformer invest-

ments. 

 

Caruna has about 200 transformers with ratio 110/20 kV and in addition to those about 20 

primary transformers with different ratios. ENWL has about 180 transformers, which pri-

mary voltage is 132 kV and about 720 transformers, which primary voltage is 33 kV. Also, 

all distribution transformer in aggregate ENWL has over 34 000 transformers and Caruna 

has almost 30 000 transformers. In figure 4.8 is presented ENWL’s 132 kV and 33 kV trans-

formers. Most of ENWL’s transformers are over 45 years old and ENWL predicts, that 345 

of 33 kV transformers and 45 of 132 kV transformers are end of life by 2023. ENWL predicts 

that 100 of 345 33 kV transformers and 20 of 45 132 kV transformers are viable for regen-

eration. (ENWL 2016b; ENWL 2017a) 

 

 

Figure 4.8 ENWL’s transformer fleet. On left side 33 kV and on right side 132 kV transformers. (ENWL 

2016b) 

Caruna’s transformers are newer, but also figure 4.9 of Caruna’s main transformers has spike 

on 43-year-old transformers. Old transformers may require maintenance and also Caruna has 
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performed for tens of transformers completely overhaul during last regulation period, when 

regulator gave incentive for transformer overhauls. Overhaul contain opening transformer, 

cleaning and drying for insulation papers, oil regeneration and necessary actions for bush-

ings and tap changer. During overhauls was noticed that transformers were in quite good 

shape and problem was in most of the cases bushings not insulation.   

 

 

Figure 4.9 Caruna’s main power transformers.  

 

In figure 4.10 is presented Caruna’s transformers assuming, that overhaul expend transform-

ers lifespan 20 years and in figure every overhauled transformer is 20 years younger. Based 

on results from overhauls and age of transformers in adjusted age diagram 5.10, spike for 

acute maintenance should not be expected. 

 

Figure 4.10 Caruna’s main power transformers. Transformers age is changed for overhauled transformers. 
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4.4.1 Regeneration plant and mobile units 

 

ENWL has own oil reprocessing plant in Whitebirk, which can reprocess 1.5 million litres 

of oil in a year. Also, oil samples are tested and analysed in reprocessing plant. Plant regen-

erates oil mainly from switches and distribution transformers. Oil is transported to Whitebirk 

from smaller sites with big vans, which have containers for dirty and cleaned oil. ENWL has 

oil beyond their own needs, which is why they are selling part of the oil and also changed 

strategy to buy new oil insulated switches instead of e.g. SF6 insulated. ENWL also considers 

oil insulated as more reliable. (Marshall 2017) 

 

Oil regeneration for primary and grid transformers is done by mobile oil regeneration units, 

when transformers are in place at substation. Mobile units are able to do the same process as 

regeneration plant in Whitebirk and purpose is use mobile units to additional capacity in 

central oil reprocessing depot, when mobile units are not used elsewhere. ENWL has mobile 

units developed by ARRAS MAXEI, which have only regeneration module and units which 

have the complete treatment and regeneration unit.  

 

Regeneration system consist of electric heater, fuller’s earth columns, reactivation module 

for fuller’s earth, fine filter unit together with drying and degassing unit. When system is 

connected to transformer, inlet is connected to bottom pipe from radiator to transformer and 

outlet to top pipe from transformer to radiator.  

4.4.2 Regeneration process 

Many different technologies are available for reconditioning transformer insulation.  Most 

of the technologies have to do offline and those demands opening transformer and emptying 

oil from transformer. ENWL prefers hot oil circulation, because it allows online oil regen-

erating. During regeneration transformers are monitored with Camlin’s TOTUS-device, 

which measures moisture and performs dissolved gas analysis. TOTUS-device does not 

measure acidity of oil, which is why oil samples are also needed during the regeneration 

process.  

 

For grid and primary transformers ENWL uses two stage oil regeneration. In first stage oil 

is cleaned and in second state moisture and sludge are cleaned from papers. First stage of oil 

regeneration is traditional oil cleaning process, which is used widely. If the regeneration is 

left in this state, the moisture and sludge migrate back into the oil typically in a year. 
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ENWL’s and Manchester university’s study shows, that transformers core has to be over  

65°C to get moisture and sludge out from insulation papers. To get transformers core in that 

temperature second state of oil regeneration is done online and ENWL uses thermal blankets 

to prevent transformer cooling itself. Thermal blankets set limitations for loading of the 

transformer and temperature of oil have to be monitored during regeneration to avoid dam-

aging the transformer. (ENWL 2016b) 

 

Before starting the oil regeneration for a transformer some preparation need to be done. Pipes 

and valves are attached between transformer and radiator, whereof oil is taken and returned 

to transformer’s oil circulation. Also tap changer might need to be replaced and bushings 

might need maintenance or to be replaced to ensure that the whole transformer could operate 

longer after the oil regeneration. The principle of oil regeneration process is presented in 

figure 4.11.     

 

Figure 4.11 Oil regeneration process. 

The regeneration process can be divided to three separate process degassing and drying, 

fuller’s earth reclamation and filtering. Before oil enters fuller’s columns, it goes through 

filter and heater. Heating the oil is important for removal of chemical ageing products in 

fuller’s columns. The regeneration of oil happens in fuller’s earth columns, which are the 

adsorbent medium for removing chemical ageing products. When oil passes through the 

fuller’s earth column the acidity content of the oil gradually removes. Fuller’s earth saturates 

through the process and it has to be reactivated regularly to keep process going effectively. 

Reactivation happens by burning down the fuller’s earth together with absorbed impurities. 

The oil in columns is burned as fuel, but fuller’s earth has high thermal capacity and can 

tolerate temperatures up to 700°C. The combustion fumes are filtered through active carbon 

columns before being released. During reactivation oil is rerouted to skip fuller’s columns. 
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After fuller’s columns oil goes through fine filters, which remove particles from oil, before 

entering drying and degassing unit. Drying and degassing unit contains porous cartridges 

under a vacuum. Oil goes through dense layers, where water and other vapours are exposed 

for vacuum. Vacuum pump eliminates the vapours and after drying and degassing the oil is 

fed back to the transformer’s oil circulation. (Venkatasubramanian 2015) 

 

ENWL is still searching optimal time for performing 2nd stage of oil regeneration to have the 

best impact for insulation. Most likely process should be carried out 7–10 days. Regeneration 

have to be carried out long enough to moisture and other unwanted content to be removed 

from oil and paper, but if the process is carried out too long all moisture from paper will dry 

out, which makes paper fragile and will destroy the solid insulation. When moisture is meas-

ured from the oil, temperature of the insulation system has great influence to measurements. 

Most of the water is in paper, when insulation is cold and measurement from oil looks better 

in terms of moisture. (Marshall 2017) 

4.4.3 Ongoing research 

ENWL’s and Manchester University’s research in oil regeneration estimated, that oil regen-

eration would extend life ten to fifteen years, if regeneration is performed at the end or near 

end of a transformer’s nominal life.  

 

ENWL's ongoing oil regeneration project focuses on optimising timing of oil regeneration 

to maximise transformers lifespan. In project three 132 kV transformers sites and ten 33 kV 

transformers sites are researched. In each site are two similar mid-life transformers, both of 

transformers are equipped with monitoring devices, but only one of the transformers in each 

site undergoes oil regeneration. This allows comparison between transformers. Project will 

be carried out between February 2016 and February 2022 and it is fund by Network Innova-

tion Allowance, which DNOs receives as part of their price control allowance. Budget for 

project is 1.5M£. (ENWL 2016c) 

4.4.4 Profitability of oil regeneration in Finland 

ENWL has estimated that they will save 32 M£ by oil regeneration between 2017 and 2023. 

Cost of extending transformer’s lifespan depend on the actions that are required for refur-

bishment. Depending on transformer, it might need oil regeneration, new bushings and new 

tap changer or one of those.  
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Regulation define business environment for DNO and profitability varies greatly by regula-

tion model and also changes between regulation periods affect to profitability. Regulatory 

lifespan has been shorter in GB than in Finland. Average asset live will increase form 20 

years to 45 by the end of RIIO-ED1. In Finland regulator let DNOs choose asset live for 

network components e.g. 110 kV main transformers between 40 to 65 years. Shorter asset 

life encourages for refurbishment, because depreciations are greater and are allowed after 

regulatory lifetime. In British regulation if the new transformer is cheaper than the old trans-

former is, amount of depreciation decrease, which advocate refurbishment.  

 

By assuming that refurbishment actions increase lifespan of transformer for 15 years, it is 

more profitable to invest for new transformer in Finnish regulatory environment for 25 MVA 

transformer that is over its regulatory lifetime compared to investment of new transformer. 

Assuming that refurbishment actions cost over 45 000 €. In calculation is assumed that reg-

ulatory lifetime is 45 years, estimated lifetime extension is 15 years and cost for new trans-

former is same as regulatory price. If transformer can be acquired cheaper than regulatory 

price, DNO can keep the difference, which makes investment for new transformer more 

profitable, but it will eventually lower regulatory price. Amount of savings in both cases 

refurbishment and investing for new transformer are calculated for 15 years by equation 4.1. 

Example calculation is presented in appendix III.  

 

𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = ∑(𝑃𝑉 ∗ 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 + 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠         (4.1) 

 

where PV is present value and WACC is Weighted Average Cost of Capital. Comparing to 

ENWL’s estimation for grid transformers, which are usually 132/33 kV, price for regenera-

tion for Caruna’s 110/20 kV transformers in Finland is unlikely to be cheaper than 45 000 €. 

If extended lifetime can be achieved by only replacing bushings, which is cheaper than oil 

regeneration, refurbishment would be profitable. 

4.4.5 Comparison to Caruna 

Number of viable transformers for regeneration in Caruna’s transformer fleet is significantly 

smaller than ENWL’s. In ENWL’s model DSO owns regeneration plant and mobile units, 

which need specified employees for oil regeneration. Caruna’s present business plan is fo-

cused to buy services from outside rather than providing the services themselves and because 

ENWL’s oil regeneration technique is new, in Finland supply of services with same tech-

nique is low. 
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Present regulation in Finland does not support transformer overhaul like previous regulation 

period. During previous regulation period DNO’s were allowed to report overhauled trans-

formers younger, based on assumed life extension. Overhauled transformers have been in 

reasonably good condition and together with regulation change overhaul program has been 

stopped. During 2014–2015 Caruna overhauled 13 transformers. Overhaul contained ana-

lyzes of state of insulation and equipment replacements. During overhauls 18% of 110 kV 

bushings were replaced, but insulations wouldn’t necessarily need treatment. However, over-

hauls showed that transformers were mechanically in good condition. 

 

Transformers of Caruna are mostly in low load and load spikes are during winter. Main 

reason for load spikes is electric heating. Low ambient temperature guarantee cooling for 

transformers and load spikes does not usually affect to transformer’s lifespan.  

4.5 Overhead line fault locating project Sentinel 

Sentinel is ENWL’s innovation project, which aims to more accurate fault locating in HV 

and EHV (6.6–33 kV) overhead line network. Purpose is to be able to locate faults during 

storms both in electrified network and in powerless network. Aim is, also to locate low lines 

and trees or branches leaning on isolated conductors. The idea is to install fault locating 

devices to network and not to substations. This £4 million project will run from September 

2015 to September 2019. In June 2017 fault locating equipment are under development and 

ENWL’s project partner Kelvatek has own testing overhead line network, which is built to 

company’s carpark for this project. In the project multiple different fault locating methods 

are in evaluation. Trials will be performed on different network types radial, meshed, re-

sistance earthed, compensated, solidly earthed and varying length of lines, which part of 

include cables.  

 

Impedance based, and high frequency signal injection methods will be used in the final de-

vice. For low impedance and high current faults technology is mature. For high impedance 

and low current faults first prototype of device went into the design and manufacturing phase 

in May 2016. The high impedance fault location will use high frequency signal injection 

method. High frequency means in this case most likely 25 MHz. In future, it is also purpose 

to adapt this fault locating to Distribution Management System, but it is not in the scope of 

this project. (ENWL 2015b) 

 

Sentinel’s aim is to improve fault locating especially in storm conditions, which makes re-

pairing faults faster. In Finland this could mitigate pressure to underground cabling in areas, 
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which are challenging for excavating cables. Although Caruna aims to high cable rate in  

20 kV network, most likely some overhead line remains in 20 kV network.  
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter contains summary of differences between ENWL’s and Caruna’s environment 

and conclusions of suitability of ENWL’s innovation projects to Caruna.  

5.1 Summary of differences in business areas 

In terms of customers ENWL is bigger company than Caruna, but Caruna has more kilome-

tres of network. This can be explained by company’s distribution area. ENWL has almost 

four times more customers in about four times smaller area than Caruna. Caruna has  

81 000 km of network compared to ENWL’s 57 000 km.  

 

From technical aspect, the main principal differences are voltage levels, earthing methods, 

low voltage underground cable network branching and one/three-phase distribution to cus-

tomers. Generally, network is older in ENWL’s region than in Caruna’s area and network of 

ENWL is mostly underground cable in urban area. Network of Caruna is mostly in rural area 

and traditionally network has been mostly overhead lines in forest. At the moment invest-

ments for weatherproof network are changing that traditional network structure in many 

DNOs in Finland. Regulation and population density affect to the differences in network 

structures. Population density and amount of urban area explain difference in amount of 

cable network between UK and Finland. In British regulation has had lower lifetime for 

network compared to Finland, which with bigger deprecations grant bigger income for asset 

that are used over regulatory life. Present Finnish regulation in turn allow large network 

renewing investments. 

 

Following factors ease situation in distribution network capacity in Finland compared to UK. 

Use of photovoltaic and amount of EVs is very low compared to UK and network is already 

designed for electric sauna and cooking stoves. Also heat pumps usually lower electricity 

demand in Finland by lower energy consumption, but often increase peak demand. In UK 

heat pump is used parallel with traditional gas boiler or to replace gas boiler, which increase 

both electric energy consumption and peak demand.  

 

In Finland network is mostly already qualified for electric vehicles by capacity if demand 

response can keep fast charging of electrical vehicles off during cooking, sauna and at the 

start of heat pump’s compressor. Also, regulator allow to renew network to fill demands for 
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weatherproof network, which enables reinforcing old network. Reason for low use of pho-

tovoltaic compared to UK is lack of subsids for micro generation. Also, relatively low price 

of energy weakens profitability of generation investments in Finland.  

 

The difference in smart meters is in ownership of meters, communication and data. In Fin-

land DNO owns meters and in UK owner is energy supplier. In British system for commu-

nication and data services is established own company to manage services which are pro-

vided by different third parties. In Finland DNO is also in charge for communication and 

data of smart meters. Schedule for smart meters have been different in Finland’s authority 

demanded in 2009 that smart meters have to be installed by the end of 2013 while in Britain 

suppliers have time to end of 2020 to offer meters to every household.  

 

Caruna’s smart meters have multiple features that are used for fault detecting and to deter-

mine customer’s outage times. This data can be used to perform targeted investments for LV 

network. For example, repeated voltage sag registered by customer’s smart meter might re-

veal weak network and too high voltage drop. 

 

Development of distribution network has started earlier in Great Britain and since Finland 

has been and is still sparsely populated country electrification of rural areas is expensive and 

has taken long time, which is why last year-round use households were electrified in 1990’s. 

This can be seen in age profiles of ENWL’s and Caruna’s network (figures 2.10 and 2.11). 

In the ENWL’s figure is seen long history of using cables and in the Caruna’s figure is seen 

use of overhead lines and cable investment in recent years.  

 

Authorities and regulation steer DNOs to concentrate different agendas in Great Britain and 

in Finland. In GB reducing CO2-emissions and allowing low carbon technologies to connect 

in distribution network like photovoltaic, electric vehicles and heat pumps are main objec-

tives. Authorities encourage to achieve these goals by innovative and cost-efficiently solu-

tions to reduce network cost for present and future customers and put stakeholders close to 

DNO’s decision-making. In Finland, also same objectives are important, but authority’s 

main objective is weatherproof network. DNOs are obliged to build weatherproof network 

before end of 2028, which means that in all storm conditions over 36 hours outages are not 

allowed and inside zoned area (urban area) over six hours outages are not allowed.  

 

After weatherproof network investments Finnish regulation will likely change towards to 

British regulation in terms of valuing extending asset life instead of large investment to 

change network rapidly. At the moment Caruna focus to fulfil authority’s demands for 
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weatherproof network, but for future ENWL has experience and knowledge from using older 

network at higher risk level, from which Caruna could learn. In table 5.1 is presented com-

parison of electricity distribution environment between Finland and UK. 

Table 5.1 Comparison of electricity distribution environment between Finland and United Kingdom. 

 Finland United Kingdom 

Distribution network struc-

ture 

Mostly overhead lines 

 

 

Mostly underground cables 

Typical distribution voltage 

levels 

110 kV, 20 kV and 400 V 

 

 

132 kV, 33 kV, 11/6.6 kV 

and 230 V 

Low voltage distribution Mostly three phase distribu-

tion 

 

Mostly single-phase distri-

bution 

Earthing methods 110 kV: Partly/inductance 

earthed 

20 kV: Unearthed/induct-

ance earthed 

400 V: TN-C 

 

132 kV: Solid earthing 

6.6–33 kV: Low resistance 

earthed 

230 V: TN-C 

Uncontrollable renewable 

generation 

Photovoltaic: 27 MW 

Wind: 1 500 MW 

 

Photovoltaic: 12 000 MW 

Wind: 16 000 MW 

Electricity demand change 

in distribution network 

Energy demand decrease 

and peak demand increase 

 

Similar changes, but more 

rapidly 

Regulation Based on return on capital 

with incentive mechanics 

 

Incentive and expenditure 

ceiling based 

Trend in electricity distribu-

tion industry 

Build a weatherproof net-

work before end of 2028 

Increase low carbon tech-

nologies and avoid large re-

placement investments 
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5.2 Smart Street  

Smart Street is R&D project in which ENWL trial techniques to control voltage change in 

LV network. The aim is keep voltage change minimal between distribution substation and 

the last customer in circuit. This allow connecting more generation or demand in LV net-

work, which ease situation in some areas with rapid growth of micro generation and in some 

areas with growth of demand. It also enables delaying reinforcement investments. 

 

At the moment subsidies for micro generation are minor in Finland and no changes will be 

visible in the near future. This will limit the growth compared to UK even though e.g. pho-

tovoltaic generation is growing in region of Caruna. Like in photovoltaic, support for electric 

vehicles accelerates selling of electric vehicles in UK. In Finland additional car tax favours 

cars with low CO2 emission, but tax makes still cars more expensive in Finland than in other 

countries and slow down the renewal of the car fleet. Heat pumps are considered as encum-

brance to network in UK while in Finland pumps are usually considered as creators of space 

for EVs since those have better efficiency compared to traditional electrical heating. Because 

of these thigs situation is not so acute in Finland than it is in UK. If support for electric 

vehicles or electricity generation change in Finland, changes to amount of EVs and photo-

voltaic might be rapid, which might cause capacity challenges especially in sparsely popu-

lated areas. 

 

In rural and archipelago areas amount of connectible photovoltaic per customer varies 

greatly and according study done in 2016 it is mostly 1–2 kW, which isn’t enough for pho-

tovoltaic boom. About EVs most challenging thing for DNOs is fast charging, which require 

more power than regular charging. According to study done in 2012 simultaneously fast 

chargeable EVs in LV network varied from 4–7 in case networks depending on how close 

to distribution substation EVs were. If fast charging does not spread and charging can be 

controlled to time when load is minimal EVs shouldn’t cause big challenges in Finland.      

 

In Smart Street project techniques for controlling voltage change in low voltage network are 

tap changers in distribution substations, capacitors in LV and 6.6/11 kV network and chang-

ing topology in low voltage network with new vacuum switches.  

 

Tap changers for distribution transformers has been studied together with photovoltaic in 

network of Caruna. Study proves, that tap changers increase connectable photovoltaic, but 

in some areas, benefit from tap changer is minor. Amount of photovoltaic in network of 

Caruna 1 800 units and 12 MW in total in July 2017 is still quite small compared to situation 
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in UK. Also by adjusting power factor of generation could allow adjusting the voltage in LV 

network. This isn’t studied in network of Caruna, but Rauma’s study in French network 

prove that it could improve connectable photovoltaic, but it finds that tap changers for dis-

tribution transformers are more effective.  

 

Caruna has to compensate reactive power by adding shunt reactors to avoid penalties for 

transferring reactive power to transmission network. Installing capacitors in distribution net-

work would increase amount of reactive power and need for compensating the reactive 

power. 

 

The sparsely populated areas where Caruna will most likely face challenges with voltage 

drop or rise, if photovoltaic or EV's fast charging increase rapidly, connecting low voltage 

network with switches is not possible due distance and lack of interconnections. However, 

if low carbon technologies do not spread widely in these areas massive investment should 

not be made. Smart meters can be used to evaluate areas where challenges might occur and 

proactive actions like reinforcements for network can be done.   

5.3 Smart Fuse 

R&D project of ENWL called Smart Fuse focused to reduce customer impact of transient 

cable faults in LV network and taking bidoyng smart fuse devices to business as usual. 

Method is proven successful in network of ENWL, but amount of transient faults in low 

voltage cable network is lower in network of Caruna compared to ENWL and Caruna have 

not recognize problem with transient cable faults. Reason for difference is most likely age 

of cable network together with types of cables and joints. In ENWL’s low voltage network 

most of the transient faults occur in the old oilpaper insulated cables and joints. Most of 

Caruna’s cables are newer cross-linked polyethylene insulated cables. 

 

Benefits from low voltage switches and smart fuse together with CableSniffer for fault lo-

cating are proven by ENWL, but since transient have not been recognised as an issue by 

Caruna, finding vulnerable cables with these devices is difficult. Also, smart meters could 

be utilised for locating transient faults in low voltage network at least on a rougher level to 

perform proactive investments. For network of Caruna switching devices should be rede-

signed before those would fit for Finnish network since different fuse attachment and fuse 

cases. Also, temperature range to -20°C is not enough for Finnish winter. Caruna demands 

rating for -40°C and in the norther parts of Finland -50°C for some equipment. 
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5.4 Celsius 

Celsius is R&D project in which ENWL research load of equipment in distribution substa-

tions with low cost meters such as temperature sensors, voltage leads and rogowski coils. 

Also cooling methods are evaluated for increasing load capacity without making replace-

ments for cables or transformers.     

 

In Caruna Celsius methods could be used for measuring distribution substations, which are 

inside a building and in high load according network calculations. Rogowski coils and volt-

age leads wouldn’t be necessary, because load can be calculated from smart meters. Most of 

Caruna’s distribution substations will be replaced during 20 kV cable investments and these 

substations should not be in too high load and therefore does not need to be measured.    

 

Caruna is sorting out possibilities to utilize LPWAN for low cost metering. This technology 

does not allow high data transfer as data rates range from 0.3 kbps to 50 kbps, but invest-

ments for the infrastructure and for the devices are minimal. From Celsius project the thermal 

rating tool could be used with LPWAN sensors, but LPWAN preliminaries are still in initial 

phase.  

5.5 Oil regeneration and Sentinel 

ENWL perform oil regeneration for grid and primary transformers to extend transformers 

lifespan. In regeneration paper-oil insulation of transformer is cleaned from unwanted com-

pounds and insulating properties of paper-oil insulation are restored to close the level of new 

transformer. 

 

Regulation in Finland does not support maintenance for extending transformers lifespan like 

it used to do at previous regulation period, which weaken profitability for regeneration. In 

Finnish regulation is more profitable to invest for new transformer than perform oil regen-

eration and overhauls has shown that transformer insulations are in relatively good condition. 

It does not seem likely that Caruna would have large amount of failing transformers in near 

future and oil regeneration program would not be necessary. The difference to ENWL’s sit-

uation is great. However, must be taken into account that ENWL has larger fleet of trans-

formers and British regulation favors expressing need for refurbishment to guarantee ex-

penditures and Finnish regulation favors newer network with higher present value. 
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It does not seem likely that Caruna would invest to own oil processing depot like ENWL has 

done since Caruna is sourcing organization and service provision with similar technology as 

ENWL is using is not wide.  

 

Sentinel is R&D project in which ENWL with partners develop device to locate faults and 

low hanging conductors in overhead line network also during power cuts. Project is in early 

stages, but especially because of Finnish weatherproof network demands, technology looks 

promising. Knowing fault locations and types during storm before sending repair staff out 

enables better work planning and resourcing, which shortening the repair time of overhead 

line network. Even though after Caruna’s large 20 kV cable investment period amount of 

overhead lines in network of Caruna will be minor, technique is interesting. 
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APPENDIX I  

 

Weezap technical specification. (ENWL 2016a) 
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APPENDIX II 

 

Lynx technical specification. (ENWL 2016a) 
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APPENDIX III 

 

Example calculation with fictitious oil regeneration cost and with same regulatory life time 

as in UK. Cost for new transformer is assumed to be the same as regulatory value. WACC 

percentage is the same as in present regulatory period.   

 

Review period, t0 15 a 

WACC 7.05% 

Cost of regeneration, cR 45 000 € 

Cost of new transformer, cT 338 100 € 

Regulatory value of transformer, vT 338 100 € 

Regulatory lifetime, tr 45 

 

Savings during 15 years, if oil regeneration is sufficient action for increasing transformers 

lifetime by 15 years. 

𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑅 = ∑(𝑃𝑉 ∗ 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 + 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) − 𝑐𝑅 

For transformer, which is older than its regulatory lifetime term 𝑃𝑉 ∗ 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 0  

𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑅 = ∑(
𝑐𝑇

𝑡𝑟
) − 𝑐𝑅

𝑡0

𝑡=1

 

𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑅 = ∑ (
338 100€

45
) − 45 000€ = 67 700 €

15

𝑡=1

 

 

Profit during 15 years, if new transformer is acquired.  

𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑁𝑇 = ∑(𝑃𝑉 ∗ 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 + 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) − 𝑐𝑇 

𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑁𝑇 = ∑(
(𝑡𝑟 − 𝑡) ∗ 𝑣𝑇

𝑡𝑟
∗ 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 +

𝑐𝑇

𝑡𝑟
) − 𝑐𝑇

𝑡0

𝑡=1

 

𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑁𝑇 = ∑ (
(45 − 𝑡) ∗ 338 100 €

45
∗ 0.0705 +

338 100€

45
) − 338 100€

15

𝑡=1

≈ 68 600 € 

 


